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INTRODUCTION
Your busy renewal season is over, so it’s time to look at strategies to help your producers succeed
in 2017. The beginning of the year is the perfect time to evaluate your agency processes to see
where improvement can be made. Plus, Q1 is a fantastic time for prospecting, as employers will still
have the pain of their recent renewal fresh in their mind.
This ebook will discuss how to evaluate your agency processes to improve your producers’ skills
and a top prospecting strategy for Q1—all designed to boost sales and help your producers start
the year strong.
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CHAPTER 1
REVISIT AGENCY PROCESSES

January is a great time to revisit agency processes and see what could be added, tweaked, etc.
Your agency has just emerged from its busy renewal season, offering you plenty of data and
feedback to make decisions.

TALK TO YOUR PRODUCERS
Before you start making changes to agency processes, have a discussion with all your
producers. Ask their opinion of the current way of doing things, what they find beneficial
and what could be updated. Consider areas such as team sales meetings, sales activity
expectations, pipeline check-ins with their manager and CRM usage.

REVIEW SALES METRICS AND DATA
While your producer’s opinions and feedback are crucial, it’s important that you don’t rely just
on what they think. As a manager, you know that salespeople don’t always know what is best
for them. Take the opportunity to review data from last year, so see if there are weaknesses to
address. For instance:
•
•
•
•
•

Are close rates lower than they should be?
Do opportunities tend to stall at a particular stage in the
sales cycle?
Is there enough (or too much) oversight from managers?
Are producers not following CRM processes?
Are producers struggling to meet certain sales goals or
expectations?

By asking these questions and reviewing objective data, you can understand
where your agency has weaknesses, and how you can make changes to
boost producer success.
Implement changes.
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CHAPTER 1, CONT.
REVISIT AGENCY PROCESSES

Once you’ve talked to your producers and reviewed sales data and metrics
from the year before, it’s time to make some changes. Because of the data
and feedback you’ve reviewed, you can make educated decisions about
how to address weaknesses in your sales process.
Of course, change can be tough for anyone to cope with, so you may
initially see pushback from producers (depending on the change).
Emphasize that your goal is to make each one of them more successful,
and share your data that led you to process change decisions. This will
help your team feel like an active part in any process updates, rather than
feeling like change is being thrust upon them.
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CHAPTER 2

FOCUS ON DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES
In addition to reviewing your sales processes, the beginning of the year is also a good time
to look at professional development opportunities for your producers. Even the most veteran
salespeople can always use some improvement or tweaks to their message, so this is
something you can do with your entire team.

IDENTIFY AREAS OF WEAKNESS
Similar to the data you examined in the first chapter, look back to the previous year to get
started. Review wins and losses (and why you lost), review stalled opportunities, etc. Also talk
to your producers about the recent renewal season to see where they struggled or could use
more help.

DO MOCK DEMOS
Mock demonstrations are extremely valuable for
developing and improving producers’ sales skills. Have
each producer mock a pitch for different scenarios you
identified as weaknesses (overcoming common objectives,
selling to a large or niche group, etc.) You can also use
mock demos to incorporate new selling strategies as your
agency (and the market) evolves.
Mock demos are not always the most popular exercise,
especially among veteran producers, but everyone in your
agency can benefit. Less experienced producers can learn from watching the mocks of your top
producers, who can offer insight into how they sell or approach a particular situation. Plus, longtime salespeople often develop bad habits or blind spots that can be addressed during a demo,
improving the skills of even your top producers.
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CHAPTER 2, CONT.
FOCUS ON DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES

CONSIDER A MENTORSHIP PROGRAM
If you don’t already have one, this also may be a good time to implement a mentorship program
within your team. Pair your green producers with more experienced ones, for more focused
opportunities to improve on skills. Set clear expectations for the program, such as how often the
two should meet, how many meetings the green producer should shadow, what specific skills
the mentor should focus on, and other activities that can benefit the less experienced team
member. You may want to create monthly topics that each mentor/mentee partnership works
on (e.g., overcoming objections, securing a first meeting, closing). Or you may choose to create
custom programs for each producer based on their experience level and areas of opportunity or
weakness.
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CHAPTER 3

CAPITALIZE ON RECENT RENEWAL PAINS
The last two chapters discussed internal agency topics you may want to address to have your
team start the year strong, but you also want some deals rolling in right away in Q1. And for
prospects who just went through their renewal, this is the perfect time to reach out.
Most employers aren’t fond of the renewal process, finding it tedious, frustrating and tough to
make an educated decision. These are your perfect Q1 prospects! Because the recent renewal
is fresh in their mind, they are more likely to respond to messaging about an enhanced renewal
process. For instance, you may offer a more visual or dynamic renewal approach than the
typical “spreadsheet and binder” style that most employers hate.
Ask prospects questions to get to their renewal pain points, and then share how your agency’s
approach is superior. Questions might include:
•
•

•

How was your recent renewal experience?
Did your broker do the following during your recent renewal?
• Go through the process with your budget in mind up front?
• Give you multiple plan design alternatives to explore cost savings?
• Allow you to make real-time adjustments to the plan during your meeting, to see impact?
(Or did the process drag out over several meetings)
Do you feel confident in the plan
decisions you made (that they are
best options for your budget &
employees)?

Effective messaging here is that the
renewal process doesn’t have to
be tedious and confusing. Offer a
better way of handling their benefits
planning.
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CHAPTER 3, CONT.
CAPITALIZE ON RECENT RENEWAL PAINS

WHAT EMPLOYERS ARE LOOKING FOR
The reason so many employers hate their annual benefits
renewal is because of the process. Their broker brings in a
bunch of spreadsheets, the employer tries to wade through
the data to figure out the best options available, and the
process stretches over several meetings.
If you haven’t already, consider updating your renewal
process to something more visual and dynamic. Modern
technology options allow you to visually present plan
options, explore creative plan designs, make updates in
real-time during a meeting, and more—all facilitating a
shorter, simpler process and easier decision making for the
employer.
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CONCLUSION
As a sales manager, you want to empower and enable your producers to be as successful
as possible. Q1 is a great time to make some adjustments to make the year more
successful than the last. In addition, it’s perhaps the best time of year to reach out to
prospects, as the pain of their recent renewal is still fresh in their mind. If you can offer an
alternative, you can collect some early 2017 wins.
If your current renewal process isn’t much different than the prospects you’re talking to,
it’s also a good time to review your renewal process and look for opportunities to improve.
For instance, you may want to introduce a new technology solution to simplify the process
and make it more appealing for the employer.
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ABOUT DYNAMIS
Dynamis was founded in Milwaukee, Wisconsin by insurance brokers. Unsatisfied with
the traditional spreadsheet-based plan models, static reports and three-ring binders, the
founders sought a way to engage employers in an interactive way.
The Dynamic Plan Designer was the result of hundreds of hours of interviews with agents,
producers, account managers and most importantly, employers. CEOs, CFOs, HR leaders
and benefits managers all agreed that annual meetings with their group health brokers
were frustrating (to say the least). They helped design an interactive method to provide
competitive health care coverage at affordable rates — all in one meeting.
Through the Dynamic Plan Designer, Dynamis drives collaboration between brokers and
their clients, cementing each and every customer relationship. The Dynamic Plan Designer
rapidly models innovative benefit plans in a clear, visual format that’s easily understood
by customers. By doing so, on-site decision-making becomes the standard, positioning
the broker as an indispensable asset to the customer’s business. Employers will never go
back to the spreadsheet method after working with a Dynamis broker.
Dynamis works with leading brokers throughout the country, helping them grow and retain
their books of business by finding the most effective plan designs for their employers.
Learn more at http://www.dynamiscorp.com.
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support@dynamiscorp.com

877.511.7944

dynamiscorp.com

